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Racialization Jun 01 2022 Racialization has become one of the central concepts in the study of race
and racism. It is widely used in both theoretical and empirical studies of racial situations. There has
been a proliferation of texts that use this notion in quite diverse ways. It is used broadly to refer to
ways of thinking about race as well as to institutional processes that give expression to forms of
ethno-racial categorization. An important issue in the work of writers such as Robert Miles, for
example, concerns the ways in which the construction of race is shaped historically and how the
usage of that idea forms a basis for exclusionary practices. The concept therefore refers both to
cultural or political processes or situations where race is invoked as an explanation, as well as to
specific ideological practices in which race is deployed. It is evident, however, that despite the
increasing popularity of the concept of racialization there has been relatively little critical analysis
exploring its theoretical and empirical usages. It is with this underlying concern in mind that
Racialization: Studies in Theory and Practice brings together leading international scholars in the
field of race and ethnicity in order to explore both the utility of the concept and its limitations.
Globalization and Race Sep 23 2021 A collection that theorizes how global political and economic
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changes have influenced the ways in which people of African descent represent and contemplate
their identities.
The Mechanisms of Racialization Beyond the Black/White Binary Apr 18 2021 This book focuses on
the mechanisms that undergird the operation of racialization and works to empirically define the
specific mechanisms by which racialization outside of black-white paradigm operates. The
contributors highlight the advantages and benefits of using case studies from outside of the blackwhite racial boundary in the social scientific study of racism, racial identity, racial meaning, and
racial representation. Their contributions can be grouped into three specific areas of focus: the
investigation of the relationship between racialization and the state; the interplay between
racialization and identities; and the role of racialization in the media. Taken together, the book lays
out a roadmap for future study of racialization and the study of race beyond the racial categories of
black and white Serving as a guiding point to future research, this book will be of interest to all
scholars of race, and those seeking to understand the ideologies, actions, interactions, structures
and social practices associated with racialization. This book was originally published as a special
issue of Ethnic and Racial Studies.
Race, Colour and the Processes of Racialization Feb 26 2022 Is racial conflict determined by
biology or society? So many conflicts appear to be caused by racial and ethnic differences; for
example, the cities of Britain and America are regularly affected by race riots. It is argued by sociobiologists and some schools of psychoanalysis that our instincts are programmed to hate those
different to us by evolutionary and developmental mechanisms. This book argues against this line,
proposing an alternative drawing on insights from diverse disciplines including anthropology, social
psychology and linguistics, to give power-relations a critical explanatory role in the generation of
hatreds. Farhad Dalal argues that people differentiate between races in order to make a distinction
between the 'haves' and 'must-not-haves', and that this process is cognitive, emotional and political
rather than biological. Examining the subject over the past thousand years, Race, Colour and the
Processes of Racialisation covers: * psychoanalytic and other theories of racism * a new theorisation
of racism based on group analytic theory * a general theory of difference based on the works of
Fanon, Elias, Matte-Blanco and Foulkes * application of this theory to race and racism. Farhad Dalal
concludes that the structures of society are reflected in the structures of the psyche, and both of
these are colour coded. This book will be invaluable to students, academics and practitioners in the
areas of psychoanalysis, group analysis, psychotherapy and counselling.
Racialization, Islamophobia and Mistaken Identity May 20 2021 Exploring the issue of Islamophobic
attacks against Sikhs since 9/11, this book explains the historical, religious and legal foundations
and frameworks for understanding race hate crime against the Sikh community in the UK. Focusing
on the backlash that Sikhs in the UK have faced since 9/11, the authors provide a theological and
historical backdrop to Sikh identity in the global context, critically analysing the occurrences of
Islamophobia since 9/11, 7/7 and most recently post-Brexit, and how British Sikhs and the British
government have responded and reacted to these incidents. The experiences of American Sikhs are
also explored and the impact of anti-Sikh sentiment upon both these communities is considered.
Drawing on media reporting, government policies, the emerging body of inter-disciplinary
scholarship, and empirical research, this book contributes to the currently limited body of literature
on anti-Sikh hate crime and produces ideas for policy makers on how to rectify the situation.
Providing a better understanding of perceptions of anti-Sikh sentiment and its impact, this book will
of interest to scholars and upper-level students working on identity and hate crime, and more
generally in the fields of Religion and Politics, Cultural Studies, Media Studies, and International
Studies.
Racialization, Racism, and Anti-Racism in the Nordic Countries Oct 25 2021 This book
represents a comprehensive effort to understand discrimination, racialization, racism, Islamophobia,
anti-racist activism, and the inclusion and exclusion of minorities in Nordic countries. Examining
critical media events in this heavily mediatized society, the contributors explore how processes of
racialization take place in an environment dominated by commercial interests, anti-migrant and antinecropolitics-racialization-and-global-capitalism-historicization-of-biopolitics-and-forensics-of-politics-art-and-life-by-marina-grzinic-2014-06-04
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Muslim narratives and sentiments, and a surprising lack of informed research on national racism
and racialization. Overall, in tracing how these individual events further racial inequalities through
emotional and affective engagement, the book seeks to define the trajectory of modern racism in
Scandinavia.
The Machinery of Whiteness Oct 01 2019 In this follow up to his book, The Rule of
Racialization—which considered the way class structure is formed in the U.S.—Steve Martinot now
examines how the structures of racialization reside at the core of all social, cultural, and political
institutions in the U.S. In The Machinery of Whiteness, Martinot examines how race and racism are
produced in the United States, analyzing the politics of racialization, and the preponderance of
racial segregation and racial deprivation that have kept the U.S. a white dominated society
throughout its history. Martinot dedicates this work to expunging white supremacy from the earth.
The Machinery of Whiteness investigates how “whiteness” came to be as foundational to the process
that then produced the modern concept of race. Martinot addresses the instrumentalization of
women as a necessary step in its formation, furthering the debates regarding the relationships of
race and gender. And he addresses U.S. international interventionism, the anti-immigrant
movements, and white racist populism to describe the political forms that white supremacy takes.
Martinot puts these together to analyze the underlying cultural structures of racialization that have
driven and conditioned the resurgence of white supremacy and white entitlement in the wake of the
Civil Rights movements. This book is a call to transform the cultural structures of the U.S. to make
justice and democracy, which depend on inclusion and not segregation, possible.
Race and Racialization Sep 11 2020 This provocative volume will influence the way people think of
race and racialization. It provides a thorough examination of these complex and intriguing subjects
with historical, comparative, and international contributions. Edited as a theoretically strong,
cohesive whole, this book unites a remarkable ensemble of academic thinkers and writers from a
diversity of backgrounds. Themes of ethnocentrism, cultural genocide, conquest and colonization,
disease and pandemics, slavery, and the social construction of racism run throughout.
Race and Racism in International Relations Mar 30 2022 International Relations does not grant race
and racism explanatory agency in its conventional analyses. Even postcolonial approaches in the
discipline do not sufficiently grapple with what W.E.B. Dubois famously termed the "global colour
line". Nevertheless, it is possible to track in recent years increasing interest by IR scholars in race
and racism as constitutive categories of global politics and international thought. The aim of this text
is therefore to mark the long overdue arrival of - some would say return to - the "race question" in
IR. Confronting the Global Colour Line will provide an accessible entry point for both IR students
and scholars into the literature and debates on race and racism by borrowing insights from
disciplines such as history, anthropology and sociology where race and race theory figures more
prominently. Mobilized to speak to the concerns of IR, the cutting edge contributions will engage
with both the theoretical and substantive aspects of confronting the global colour line. Drawing
together a wide range of contributors, this much-needed book will be essential reading for students
and scholars in a range of areas including Postcolonial studies, race/racism in world politics and
international relations theory.
Mediterranean Racisms Jan 16 2021 This book is unique in identifying and engaging with an analysis
of racism in Mediterranean contexts, including Southern Europe, North Africa, Turkey, the Middle
East and Malta. The volume contributes to an empirically based theoretical re-framing of both the
racialization of the globe and evaluation of the prospects for anti-racism and the post-racial. The
Arab Spring and its aftermath, the hardening of racist exclusions, evictions and exploitation in
Southern Europe and the accelerating migration of African people across this area all provide a
highly dynamic context urging a re-assessment of the ways in which contemporary processes of
racialization are working. This book introduces a new theory of polyracism, which is explored further
in forthcoming books in this series, and includes new research on racism in Morocco, Lebanon and
Cyprus and on the Roma in Italy. Reorienting accounts of racism in Europe through a Mediterranean
lens provides a new platform for re-theorizing global racialization and brings into contemporary
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debates locations of racialization which are under-researched and frequently ignored.
Necropolitics, Racialization, and Global Capitalism Nov 06 2022 The book argues that
necropolitics are a dominant, yet obscene, form of politics that sustains contemporary racism
(racialization) as a primal ideology of global capitalism and connects globalization and its modernist
narratives directly with colonialism. The book is important for those—and this means almost all of
us—working with relations of modes of life and global capitalism and with articulations of political
and epistemological principles onto which capitalism organizes its reproduction.
Rethinking Difference in India Through Racialization May 08 2020 Through the analytic of
racialization, the chapters in this book argue that social difference in India is reproduced and
buttressed through casteist, racist, colonial, and Hindu nationalist projects that generate tacit or
explicit consent for continued violence against racialized others. At the same time, the chapters look
transnationally, examining how regional forms of difference marked by caste and tribe, for instance,
have long articulated with historical forms of global racial capitalism. Ultimately, this book attends
to the narratives and experiences of those living at the margins, who strategically deploy racial and
antiracist concepts to build international solidarity movements beyond the narrow confines of the
Indian nation-state. In so doing, it hopes to derive insights on the necessity of transnational
translations, even as it directs renewed attention to the specificity of regional hierarchies that shape
everyday life and death in India. This book is a significant new contribution to addressing
fundamental questions of caste, race, and religious politics in India and will be of interest to
researchers and advanced students of Sociology, Politics, Geography, History and Anthropology. The
chapters in this book were originally published as a special issue of Ethnic and Racial Studies.
Wine, Sugar, and the Making of Modern France Jun 20 2021 This is an innovative study of how
race and empire transformed French republican citizenship in the early Third Republic. Elizabeth
Heath integrates the histories of the wine-producing department of Aude and the sugar-producing
colony of Guadeloupe to reveal the ways in which empire was integral to the Third Republic's ability
to stabilize a republican regime that began to unravel in an age of economic globalization. She
shows how global economic factors shaped negotiations between local citizens and the Third
Republic over the responsibilities of the Republic to its citizens leading to the creation of two
different and unequal forms of citizenship that became constitutive of the interwar imperial nationstate and the French welfare state. Her findings shed important new light on the tensions within
republicanism between ideals of liberty and equality and on the construction of race as a meaningful
social category at a foundational moment in French history.
Racialized Labour in Romania Aug 03 2022 This book critically examines the making and persistence
of impoverished areas at the margins of Romanian cities since the late 1980s. Through their
historical outlook on political economy and social policy, combined with media and discourse
analysis, the eight essays of Racialized Labour in Romania forge new and cutting-edge perspectives
on how social class formation, spatial marginalization and racialization intersect. The empirical focus
on cities and the labour and the plight of the Roma in Central and Eastern Europe provides a
vantage point for establishing connections between urban and global peripheries, and for
reimagining the global order from its margins. The book will appeal to scholars, students, journalists
and policy makers interested in Labour; Race and Ethnicity; Cities; Poverty; Social Policy; Political
Economy and European Studies.
Global Race War Dec 27 2021 International Relations theory assumes that the struggle for power
is not only ahistorical but that international politics is necessarily the realm of a perpetual struggle
for power between states. However, by looking beyond the state, the study of global politics may
itself reveal the importance of alternative imaginaries just as historically salient as that of the state
system. In particular, this book argues that a specific racial imaginary has, over the past two
centuries, cut across politically defined state boundaries to legitimate practices of genocidal violence
against so-called "enemy races." In Global Race War, Alexander D. Barder shows how the very idea
of global order was based on racial hierarchy and difference. Barder traces the emergence of this
global racial hierarchy from the early 19th century to the present to explain how a historical racial
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global order unraveled over the first half of the 20th century, continued during the Cold War, and
reemerged during the Global War on Terror. As Barder shows, imperial, racial, and geopolitical
orders intersected over time in ways that violently tore apart the imperial and sovereign state
system and continue to haunt politics today. Examining global politics in terms of race and racial
violence reveals a different spatial topology across domestic and global politics. Moreover, global
histories of racial hierarchy and violence have important implications for understanding the
continued salience of race within Western polities. Global Race War revisits two centuries of
international history to show the important consequences of a global racial imaginary that continues
to reverberate across time and space.
The Racialized Social System Feb 03 2020 Far from its origins in US legal studies in the 1980s,
critical race theory has grown to become a leading approach to the analysis of racial inequality
around the world. It has courted much controversy along the way, often misunderstood and poorly
defined. So what precisely is critical race theory and what makes it different from other theories of
race, racialization and racism? In this incisive book, Ali Meghji defines the contours of critical race
theory through the notion of the 'racialized social system'. He thereby excavates a solid social theory
that clears up many empirical and conceptual questions that continue to surface, offering a flexible,
practical model for studying structural racism. In making his case, Meghji pays attention to the
multiple dimensions of the racialized social system, focusing on core phenomena such as interaction
orders, material interests, ideologies, emotions, and organizations. In a context where any work
mentioning 'race' gets defined as critical race theory, this book expounds an approach that promises
to be more generative for the social scientific study of race.
Race and Racialization, 2E Sep 04 2022 Few words have generated as much debate and
controversy as the word race. Through a critical examination of this complex subject, this anthology
brings together essential contributions to the study of race and racialization. An excellent
compilation of classic and contemporary works by academic and activist writers, Race and
Racialization provides historical, comparative, and global perspectives on race and its intersection
with gender, class, ethnicity, indigeneity, and sexuality. This well-updated second edition includes a
new section on state multiculturalism and a diverse ensemble of Canadian and international
contributors who explore such relevant themes as colonialism, institutional racism, ethnocentrism,
privilege, marginalization, and resistance. Featuring introductions to each piece written by the
editors, annotated lists of supplementary readings to encourage further exploration, and
contributions by activists from Idle No More and Black Lives Matter, this comprehensive and highly
accessible anthology is perfect for students studying race, racism, cultural diversity, identity and
belonging, social inequality, and social justice.
Rethinking Roma Jun 08 2020 This book provides the first comprehensive analysis of the
emergence, development and implications of the Roma political phenomenon in contemporary
Europe. It also challenges the conventional epistemological basis to political claims of distinct Roma
people and argues that the contemporary politics of Roma is better understood as the public
application of Roma identity. In recent times a new word has entered the political lexicon across
Europe and beyond: Roma. Thirty years ago it would have been hard to encounter the public use of
the word outside of a small number of academics and activists. In the second decade of the new
millennium, Roma has become a dynamic political identity championed by hundreds of
organisations, thousands of activists and applied to millions of people across Europe and beyond.
Roma has become an agenda item for local and national authorities, as well as being taken up by the
European Union and other international organisations. In challenging the conventional
epistemology, this book examines the principal interests and processes that are constructing Roma
as a public, political identity encompassing highly differentiated groups of people. This book brings
together critical race theory and theories of ethnic mobilisation to provide a new critical framework
for understanding Roma identity, history and transnational politics. It will be of particular interest to
students and academics within the fields of global racialization and ethnicity studies.
Black and Brown Leadership and the Promotion of Change in an Era of Social Unrest Aug 30 2019
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The world was dealt a blow that included a pandemic and economic crisis as well as racial unrest,
initiating an energized charge for social justice advocacy. The United States is currently facing an
unprecedented challenge in ensuring that all citizens live in a fair, inclusive, and opportunity-rich
society. These issues have heightened questions about racial justice that have been placated but can
no longer be ignored. Marginalized communities cannot thrive if they continue to be oppressed,
neglected, disinvested, and isolated from economic opportunity. The culture of allyship needs to be
enacted thoughtfully and not performatively to create sustainable change through a critical mass of
engaged advocates and activists. Many organizations enable the status quo by not confronting issues
around race, gender, and equity. Leaders of color want a seat at the table as highly valued
contributors for the transformation of a just and equitable America. By listening to the voices of
Black and Brown leaders, the promotion of change in an era of social unrest will finally occur. Black
and Brown Leadership and the Promotion of Change in an Era of Social Unrest amplifies the voices
of leaders who identify as Black, LatinX, Indigenous, or people of color as they navigate leadership
during a time of tumultuous change and social unrest. More specifically, it portrays dilemmas that
marginalized communities encounter while advocating for justice and social change within
whitestream organizational systems. The chapters delve into the definitions, perceptions, and lived
experiences of Americanism, identity, otherness, and racism as it relates to leadership and discusses
the issues, dilemmas, struggles, and successes that persons of color experience in leadership roles in
business and education. This book is valuable for practitioners and researchers working in the field
of social justice leadership in various disciplines, social justice activists and advocates, teachers,
policymakers, politicians, managers, executives, practitioners, researchers, academicians, and
students interested in how leaders of color can succeed, navigate hostile spaces, and ultimately
create a change in mindsets and practices that will lead to justice.
Global Race War Jul 22 2021 "Race War and the Global Imaginary, 1800-Present explores the
historical connections between race and violence from the nineteenth to the early twenty-first
centuries. Barder shows how beginning with the Haitian Revolution and nineteenth century settler
colonialism the development of the very idea of global order was based on racial hierarchy. The
intensification of racial violence happened when the global racial hierarchy appeared to be in crisis.
By the first half of the twentieth century, ideas about race war come to fuse themselves with state
genocidal projects to eliminate internal and external enemy races. Global processes of racialization
did not end with the Second World War and with the discrediting of scientific racism, the
decolonization of the global South and the expansion of the state-system to newly independent
states; rather it continued in different forms as the racialization of cultural or civilizational attributes
that then resulted in further racial violence. From fears about the "Yellow Peril", the "Clash of
Civilization" or, more recently, the "Great Replacement", the global imaginary is constituted by ideas
about racial difference. Examining global politics in terms of race and racial violence reveals a
different spatial topology across domestic and global politics. Global histories of racial hierarchy and
violence have important implications for understanding the continued salience of race within
Western polities. The waning of a white world order translates into racial retrenchment and violence
at home. In Killing Them All Barder revisits two centuries of international history to show the
important consequences of a global racial imaginary that continues to reverberate across time and
space"-Racisms Mar 18 2021 "A very clear and engaging introduction to a contemporary analysis of 'race'
and racism(s). This text effectively combines key theoretical perspectives with vivid contemporary
examples." - Dr Rebecca Barnes, University of Derby "Fantastic book for helping students get past
the stuntedness of the term 'racism' to understand the way in which racisms are part of our social
practices and institutions. - Dr Lucy Michael, Hull University "This is a solid text, covering the topic
in a thoughtful manner. Studying and teaching racism is a complex issue, and this book is a very
good resource." - Dr Sanjay Sharma, Brunel University We hear much about 'race' and 'racism' in
public discourse but the terms are frequently used without clear definitions or practical examples of
how these phenomena work. Racisms: An Introduction introduces practical methods which enable
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students to think coherently and sociologically about this complex feature of the global landscape.
Steve Garner argues that there is no single monolithic object of analysis but rather a plural set of
ideas and practices that result in the introduction of 'race' into social relations. This differs over time
and from one place to another. Focussing on the basics, this book: Defines 'race', 'racism',
'institutional racism' and 'racialization'. Provides examples of how these function in fields like the
natural sciences and asylum. Clearly sets out theoretical arguments around collective identities
('race', class, gender, nation, religion). Uses empirical case studies, including some drawn from the
author's own fieldwork. Points students toward sources of further web and text based information.
Engaging and accessible this book provides a signposted route into key elements of contemporary
debates. It is an ideal introduction for undergraduates studying 'race' and ethnicity, social divisions
and stratification.
Racial Apocalypse Oct 13 2020 This book reveals the relationship between apocalyptic thought,
political supremacy, and racialization in the early modern world. The chapters in this book analyze
apocalypse and racialization from several discursive and geopolitical spaces to shed light on the
ubiquity and diversity of apocalyptic racial thought and its centrality to advancing political power
objectives across linguistic and national borders in the early modern period. By approaching race
through apocalyptic discourse, this volume not only exposes connections between the pursuit of
political power and apocalyptic thought, but also contributes to defining race across multiple areas
of research in the early modern period, including colonialism, English and Hispanist studies, and
religious studies.
The Sociology of W. E. B. Du Bois Nov 25 2021 The first comprehensive understanding of Du Bois
for social scientists The Sociology of W. E. B. Du Bois provides a comprehensive introduction to the
founding father of American sociological thought. Du Bois is now recognized as a pioneer of
American scientific sociology and as someone who made foundational contributions to the sociology
of race and to urban and community sociology. However, in this authoritative volume, noted scholars
José Itzigsohn and Karida L. Brown provide a groundbreaking account of Du Bois’s theoretical
contribution to sociology, or what they call the analysis of “racialized modernity.” Further, they
examine the implications of developing a Du Boisian sociology for the practice of the discipline
today. The full canon of Du Bois’s sociological works spans a lifetime of over ninety years in which
his ideas evolved over much of the twentieth century. This broader and more systematic account of
Du Bois’s contribution to sociology explores how his theories changed, evolved, and even developed
to contradict earlier ideas. Careful parsing of seminal works provides a much needed overview for
students and scholars looking to gain a better grasp of the ideas of Du Bois, in particular his
understanding of racialized subjectivity, racialized social systems, and his scientific sociology.
Further, the authors show that a Du Boisian sociology provides a robust analytical framework for the
multilevel examination of individual-level processes—such as the formation of the self—and macro
processes—such as group formation and mobilization or the structures of modernity—key concepts
for a basic understanding of sociology.
Relational Formations of Race Nov 01 2019 Relational Formations of Race brings African American,
Chicanx/Latinx, Asian American, and Native American studies together in a single volume, enabling
readers to consider the racialization and formation of subordinated groups in relation to one
another. These essays conceptualize racialization as a dynamic and interactive process; group-based
racial constructions are formed not only in relation to whiteness, but also in relation to other
devalued and marginalized groups. The chapters offer explicit guides to understanding race as
relational across all disciplines, time periods, regions, and social groups. By studying race
relationally, and through a shared context of meaning and power, students will draw connections
among subordinated groups and will better comprehend the logic that underpins the forms of
inclusion and dispossession such groups face. As the United States shifts toward a minority-majority
nation, Relational Formations of Race offers crucial tools for understanding today’s shifting race
dynamics.
Race and Racism in Russia Dec 15 2020 Race and Racism in Russia identifies the striking changes
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in racial ideas, practices, exclusions and violence in Russia since the 1990s, revealing how
'Russianness' has become a synonym for racial whiteness. This ground-breaking book provides new
theories and substantive insights into race and ethnicity in a Russian context.
Race, Criminal Justice, and Migration Control Nov 13 2020 In an era of mass mobility, those who are
permitted to migrate and those criminalised, controlled, and prohibited from migrating are heavily
patterned by race. This volume places race at the centre of its analysis; 14 chapters examine,
question, and explain the growing intersection between criminal justice and migration control.
Traces of Racial Exception Jan 04 2020 Positioning race front and centre, this book theorizes that
political violence, in the form of a socio-political process that differentiates between human and lessthan-human populations, is used by the state of Israel in racializing and ruling the citizens of
occupied Palestine. Lentin argues that Israel's rule over Palestine is an example of Agamben's state
of exception, Goldberg's racial state and Wolfe's settler colony; the Israeli racial settler colony
employs its laws to rule besieged Palestine, while excluding itself and its Jewish citizen-colonists
from legal instruments and governmental technologies. Governing through emergency legislation
and through practices of exception, emergency, necessity and security, Israel positions itself outside
domestic and international law. Deconstructing Agamben's Eurocentric theoretical position Lentin
shows that it occludes colonialism, settler colonialism and anti-colonialism and fails to specifically
foreground race; instead she combines the work of Wolfe, who proposes race as a trace of settler
colonialism, and Weheliye, who argues that Agamben's western-centric understanding of exception
fail to speak from explicitly racialized and gendered standpoints. Employing existing media, activist,
and academic accounts of racialization this book deliberately breaks from white, Western
theorizations of biopolitics, exception, and bare life, and instead foregrounds race and gender in
analysing settler colonial conditions in Israel.
Race and Power Oct 05 2022 Changing configurations of whiteness
Race, Colour and the Process of Racialization Aug 23 2021 This book draws on insights from
diverse disciplines including anthropology, social psychology and linguistics, to give power-relations
a critical explanatory role in the generation of hatreds.
The Racialization of Slavery Jul 30 2019 The Racialization of Slavery is an insightful work filled
with illustrations, maps, real-time observations, and photos of great historical figures.
Necropolitics, Racialization, and Global Capitalism Apr 30 2022 This book articulates a
contemporary, globalized world as one in which radical disparities in distribution of wealth are being
reproduced as the basis for depoliticized social, institutional, and ideological discourses. At its
center is a reorientation of global capitalism from the management of life towards making a surplus
value from death. This change is presented as a reorientation of biopolitics (bio meaning life) to
necropolitics (necro meaning death). Therefore in the book we work with processes of change, of a
historicization of biopolitics and its turn into necropolitics that leads to a theoretical trajectory from
M. Foucault to A. Mbembe and beyond. This book interprets the sustained perception of existence of
dichotomy between these provisional extremes as a trademark of apolitical and/or post-political
logics on which contemporary institutional, political, and social discourses tend to be structured
upon. More, contrary to the majority of approaches that insists on a profound dichotomy between
democracy and totalitarianism, between poverty and free market, and between democracy and
capitalism, this book does not interpret these relations as dichotomous, but as mutually fulfilling.
The book elaborates, in the context of articulation of these logics, contemporary, imperial racism
(racialization) as an ideology of capitalism and states that the First World’s monopoly on definition of
modernity has its basis in contemporary reorganization of colonialism. In the book, the authors trace
a forensic methodology of global capitalism with which life, art, culture, economy, and the political
are becoming part of a detailed system of scrutiny presented and framed in relation to criminal or
civil law. Criminalization of each and every segment of our life is working hand in hand with a
depoliticization of social conflicts and pacification of the relation between those who rules and those
who are ruled. The outcome is a differentiation of every single concept that must from now bear the
adjectives of the necropolitical or forensic; therefore we can talk about forensic images, art,
necropolitics-racialization-and-global-capitalism-historicization-of-biopolitics-and-forensics-of-politics-art-and-life-by-marina-grzinic-2014-06-04
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projects, and necropolitical life, democracy, citizenship. This will change radically the perspectives
of an emancipative project of politics (if it is any possible to be named as such) for the future.
The Habits of Racism Apr 06 2020 The Habits of Racism argues that the conceptual reworking of
habit as bodily orientation helps to identify the more subtle but fundamental workings of racism,
exploring what the lived experience of racism and racialization teaches about the nature of the
embodied and socially-situated being.
Strange Affinities Jul 10 2020 Collection of essays that use queer studies and feminism as a lens for
examining the relationships between racialized communities.
Regimes of Invisibility in Contemporary Art, Theory and Culture Jul 02 2022 This book places a focus
on the regimes of in/visibility and representation in Europe and offers an innovative perspective on
the topic of global capitalism in relation to questions of race, class, gender and migration, as well as
historicization of biopolitics and (de)coloniality. The aim of this volume is to revisit theories of art,
new media technology, and aesthetics under the weight of political processes of discrimination,
racism, anti-Semitism and new forms of coloniality in order to propose a new dispositive of the
ontology and epistemology of the image, of life and capitalism as well as labor and modes of life.
This book is firmly embedded in the present moment, when due to rapid and major changes on all
levels of political and social reality the need for rearticulation in theoretical, artistic and political
practices and rethinking of historical narratives becomes almost tangible.
Black, Brown, Yellow, and Left Jun 28 2019 "Black, Brown, Yellow, and Left is unique. No other
work deals in such detail with the complex relationships between racial nationalism and the radical
left during the 1960's. A powerful and resonant achievement. Highly recommended!"—Howard
Winant, author of The World is a Ghetto: Race and Democracy Since World War II "Laura Pulido has
written an invaluable study of the development of the multiracial Third World Left in southern
California. She engages black, brown, and yellow radical activisms together, demonstrating how
each vision differed but contributed to a movement that was ultimately more than the sum of its
parts. Pulido's powerful excavation of the Third World Left's historical past provides reasons to hope
for a more just, antiracist left future."—Lisa Lowe, author of Immigrant Acts: On Asian American
Cultural Politics " We so greatly needed this panorama of information and analysis. Finally we have
an author putting the pieces together with commitment, enthusiasm and a view to the
future."—Elizabeth (Betita) Martínez, activist and author of 500 Years of Chicano History/500 Años
del Pueblo Chicano
Claiming Space Mar 06 2020 Claiming Space: Racialization in Canadian Cities critically examines
the various ways in which Canadian cities continue to be racialized despite objective evidence of
racial diversity and the dominant ideology of multiculturalism. Contributors consider how spatial
conditions in Canadian cities are simultaneously part of, and influenced by, racial domination and
racial resistance. Reflecting on the ways in which race is systematically hidden within the workings
of Canadian cities, the book also explores the ways in which racialized people attempt to claim
space. These essays cover a diverse range of Canadian urban spaces and various racial groups, as
well as the intersection of ethnicity, class, gender, and sexuality. Linking themes include issues
related to subjectivity and space; the importance of new space that arises by challenging the
dominant ideology of multiculturalism; and the relationship between diasporic identities and claims
to space.
Caribbean Racisms Feb 14 2021 This book identifies and engages with an analysis of racism in the
Caribbean region, providing an empirically-based theoretical re-framing of both the racialisation of
the globe and evaluation of the prospects for anti-racism and the post-racial. The thirty
contemporary territories of the Caribbean and their differing colonial and post-colonial contexts
provide a highly dynamic setting urging a re-assessment of the ways in which contemporary
processes of racialisation are working. This book seeks to develop a new account of racialisation in
this region, challenging established arguments, propositions and narratives of racial
Caribbeanisation. With new insights into contemporary forms of racialisation in Jamaica, Trinidad
and Tobago, Cuba, Puerto Rico, the Dominican Republic and Haiti, this will be essential reading for
necropolitics-racialization-and-global-capitalism-historicization-of-biopolitics-and-forensics-of-politics-art-and-life-by-marina-grzinic-2014-06-04
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scholars of Race and Ethnicity.
Racialized Media Dec 03 2019 How media propagates and challenges racism From Black Panther
to #OscarsSoWhite, the concept of “race,” and how it is represented in media, has continued to
attract attention in the public eye. In Racialized Media, Matthew W. Hughey, Emma GonzálezLesser, and the contributors to this important new collection of original essays provide a blueprint to
this new, ever-changing media landscape. With sweeping breadth, contributors examine a number of
different mediums, including film, television, books, newspapers, social media, video games, and
comics. Each chapter explores the impact of contemporary media on racial politics, culture, and
meaning in society. Focusing on producers, gatekeepers, and consumers of media, this book offers
an inside look at our media-saturated world, and the impact it has on our understanding of race,
ethnicity, and more. Through an interdisciplinary lens, Racialized Media provides a much-needed
look at the role of race and ethnicity in all phases of media production, distribution, and reception.
World Yearbook of Education 2023 Jan 28 2022 The World Yearbook of Education 2023 centers
on the intersection of racialization, inequality, and education. It critically examines how racial
formation and its associated logics about citizenship, belonging, justice, equality, and humanity
manifest in early childhood education, primary, secondary, and higher education, as well as nonformal, community-based education settings. The chapters offer multisited perspectives into how
racialization has and continues to shape educational inequality, with an eye towards the agency and
resistance of youth and communities in contesting such forms of domination and marginalization.
Across three sections, the book examines how forces of imperialism, white supremacy, and
colonization have shaped racialization in distinct locations and how education was historically
utilized as a site for both the creation and/or reification of difference. It reveals the lingering effects
of processes of racialization in distinct locations globally and their intersections with educational
policies, ideologies, systems, and realities. Inviting readers to learn, reflect, and engage with the
layered and complex realities of racialization and inequality in education across the globe, World
Yearbook of Education 2023 is a timely and important contribution to discussions of racialization and
provides the field with a robust foundation for future critical inquiry and engagement with the
themes of race, racialization, inequality, and education.
The Anglosphere Aug 11 2020 The Anglosphere refers to a community of English-speaking states,
nations, and societies centered on Australia, Canada, New Zealand, the United Kingdom, and the
United States, which has profoundly influenced the direction of world history and fascinated
countless observers. This book argues that the origins of the Anglosphere are racial. Drawing on
theories of collective identity-formation and framing, the book develops a new framework for
analyzing foreign policy, which it then evaluates in case studies related to fin-de-siècle imperialism
(1894-1903), the ill-fated Pacific Pact (1950-1), the Suez crisis (1956), the Vietnam escalation
(1964-5), and the run-up to the Iraq war (2002-3). Each case study highlights the contestations over
state and empire, race and nation, and liberal internationalism and anti-Americanism, taking into
consideration how they shaped international conflict and cooperation. In reconstructing the history
of the Anglosphere, the book engages directly with the most recent debates in international relations
scholarship and American foreign policy
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